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REFERRING YOUR TELEX 3307 OF 28.11.1984, PLEASE FIND BELOW BRIEF C.V. 
OF MR. G. GIOLA : 
- ' ... "" ... 
• BORN IN 1931 • MAR~IEO 1959 
~ 
0 
< 
~EDUCATION : UNIVERSITY GRENOBLE CD!GREGIN POLITICAL SCIENCE, 
LAW, ECONOMICS) - UNIVERSITY URBINO CDOCT IN INT!RNATIONAL LAW). 
• CAREER : PROFESSOR AT THE INSTITUTE FOR INTERNAflONAL CONFE• 
RENC! INTERPRETERS (BOCCONI UNIVERSITY, MILAN) 19~5-1958; 
I OFFICIAL AT THE COUNCIL 0~ MINISTERS, EUROPEAN COM-
MUNITIES SINCI 1958, HEAD OF RELATIONS WITH THE MEDITERRANEAN 
COUNTRIES DIVISIO~ <1969) 
I DIRECTpR : RILATIONS WITH THE EFTA, THE MEDITERRANEAN 
AND THE ARAB COUNTRlES (1973) . 
I D!PUTY DIRECTOR G!N!RAL FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS : 
EUROPE, ASIA, LATiN AMERICA (SINCE 1980) 
I MEMBER OF THE SECRETARIAT OF THE CONFERENCE FOR THE 
ACCESSION OF UK, OK, JRL AND N TO THE EC (1970-1972) 
I SECRETARY 0' THe CONFERENCE FOR THE ACCESSION OF 
GREECE (1976•1979) AND OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL (1979-1984) TO 
THE EC. 
11 NOVEMBER 1983, APPOINTED IY THE COMMISSION OF THE EC, 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR G!NIRAL• DG. J E~T!RNAL RELATIONS <BILATERAL 
RELATIONS WITH THE OEVELOPPED COUNTRIES), 
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